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 E veryone enjoys playing games—especially the competitive 
board games that have endured for hundreds of years. 
Why not apply the rules of classic Lotto and Bingo               

to teaching or learning basic skills required for reading and 
vocabulary success?  In place of or in addition to traditional 
materials for learning phonics (the relationships between 
letters and the sounds they represent), elementary through 
adult learners can use these innovative materials to acquire   
or strengthen their word-level reading and spelling abilities. 
And because they engage and motivate, preparation and 
follow-up activities will enhance language learning too.    

W hat is a Phonics & Spelling Sound/Spelling 
Picture (+ Word) Board?    

All Basic-Level Phonics & Spelling Boards offer pictures                 
for oral “reading” practice, representing words with basic 
contrasts in either their vowel or consonant sounds.                     
There are ten different Bingo Boards A-J for each game,             
in which various items appear in different arrangements.    

There are 32 distinct Phonics & Spelling Games available               
from Authors & Editors, eight (8) different games at each of 
four language-learning levels: Basic, Beginning, Intermediate, 
Advanced. Half the games at each level contrast vowel         
sounds and spellings. The other four focus on consonants.   

Basic to Advanced-Level Games 1-32 
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BASIC LEVEL: On each board are 9 pictures 
representing common words with the most 
basic sounds and spellings. The words are 

listed at the bottom of the board only.    

BEGINNING LEVEL: On each board are 16               
pictures and words with contrasting but  
common, regular spellings. There is a  

sound/symbol chart at the bottom.  

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL: Each board shows 24 
pictures of useful contrasting words with  

common and alternative spellings,                        
followed by a sound/symbol chart.  

ADVANCED LEVEL: Each board contains 36 
items with contrasting sounds in initial,               

medial, and final positions. The words may 
have regular or exceptional spellings.  
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W hich pictures + words are on Basic Phonics            
& Spelling Bingo Boards and Caller Cards?  

Here are reduced-sized copies of Board A for each of the 
eight games with basic-level spelling and vocabulary items.  
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W hat are some ways to play Phonics & Spelling   
Sound/Spelling Picture Board Games?  

In the game of “Lotto,” used for educational purposes since 
its beginning centuries ago, players cover boxes on their 
individual boards with cards that match the images in those 
spaces. “Bingo” developed from “Lotto” as a game that could  
be played with large groups, defined as “a game of chance 
played by covering items on a printed board with markers              
as they are called out.” “Lotto” is likely to be useful for     
pre-literate or semi-literate language-learners. Here are 
some ways to play “Lotto” with Basic Phonics & Spelling        
Sound/Spelling Picture (+ Word) Board Games 1-8:  

LOTTO PREPARATION. Before cutting them apart, make copies             
of the “Caller Cards” for each Board Game 1-8—so that several 
individuals or groups can use the 9 cards at the same time.  

CLASSIC LOTTO 1. From the same game, up to 10 people get    
a different Board A-J. Each gets                   
a deck of 9 cards corresponding to 
their items. As fast as possible,                    
he/she places the cards face up on   
the identical items on his/her Board. 
Whoever finishes first is the winner. 
As follow-up, each participant can 
name the 9 items from his/her card 
deck. Others can find those items on 
their own Boards and point to them or 
can locate and show the  same images 
from their card decks.  

Each person trades his/her board + cards for another set. 
Everyone repeats the same steps with different words, 
images, and possibly targeted phonics & spelling pedagogy.  

The Rules of Lotto & Bingo  
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Even traditional “Bingo” requires fewer materials than classic 
“Lotto.” It be played in larger groups. Here are some tried-
and-true ways to use Basic-Level Phonics & Spelling Picture    
(+ Word) Boards for whole-class and group games: 

BINGO PREPARATION. The “caller”—at first a teacher                    
and later individual learners—prepares and shuffles a deck                 
of  “Caller Cards” for one of the Games 1-8. Meanwhile,                 
the 10 corresponding Boards A-J are distributed. (In small 
groups, each person gets his/her own board. In larger groups, 
two or three players can share each card and work together.)  
Markers—such as chips, checkers, beans, small pieces of paper, 
etc.—are placed in piles or containers accessible to everyone.  

THE RULES OF TRADITIONAL BINGO. Looking at the first 
picture (+ word) card, a caller says the word several times.               
All players look for that item on their boards and place                  
a marker on it. The caller can then show the card so players 
can check that they have put their marker on the appropriate 
box. For beginning readers, the caller or a helper can print                
each word on a board as it is pronounced. Or someone can                 
spell the word aloud, use it in a sentence, and/or define it.  

The caller continues presenting items. Players continue to cover  
corresponding items with markers. When someone has covered  
all 3 boxes in a row, column, or diagonal, that person calls out 
“Bingo!”  S/he tells the three marked items in his/her “Bingo” 
line. If these items were really called—and if the person with 
“Bingo” can say the words, he/she wins the game. He/She 
becomes the caller for the next round, which begins when 
everyone has emptied his/her board and exchanged it.    

SMALL-GROUP BINGO. As soon as learners get the point of  
“Bingo,” they can form groups to continue playing—either               
the same game or different games. They should repeat                 
each game several times—until each player gets a chance               
to be “the Caller.” Participants that win more than once 
should give someone else a chance to call the next game.  
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While learners are playing their own games, teachers and 
(other) native or near-native speakers can circulate, serving  
as models for pronunciation of the words (helping learners to 
say them comprehensibly). Helpers might also remind players 
of educational goals of the game, which are for participants:  

[a] to learn to say the words clearly enough for their listeners  
to understand and distinguish from similar-sounding words,  

[b] to understand the words others pronounce; to ask for 
repetition or clarification if they don’t understand, and 

[c] to connect sounds with the letters that produce them—as               
a step in learning phonics, spelling, and word-level reading. 

More assertive players may choose to adapt game rules to 
their own cooperative/competitive learning purposes, as in:  

“CARD-LESS BINGO.” One game variation that seems to come  
up naturally is for groups to dispense with “Caller Cards” and  
participate equally in choosing words to pronounce and cover.               
Each person in turn pronounces the name of an item a few times.  
If listeners do not understand well enough to know which word  
to cover, that player must tell the meaning of the word or use  
it in a phrase or sentence. If there is still confusion or doubt, 
the same person shows the card or spells the word aloud.  

ANOTHER VARIATION ON THE RULES. Most participants will               
also want to learn meanings of vocabulary items and how to 
use them in their own speech. Here is a more challenging 
variation of Phonics Bingo to interest faster learners or serve 
as review. Instead of pronouncing the names of items from 
their boards, a “Caller” or players in turn can give “meaning 
clues”—simple definitions or sentences with “oral blanks” 
replacing items. For instance, instead of the word bag, 
someone might say “a paper or plastic container,” or “Check 
your ______ at the counter.” Listeners pronounce the words 
aloud as they place markers on the corresponding boxes.  
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At the Basic Level of Phonics & Spelling Bingo, learners work 
with pictures only—without referring to corresponding printed 
words. Several elements are necessary before learners can 
benefit from “pre-reading” instruction. They must recognize 
that numbers and letters are symbols with meaning, and they 
must grasp the difference between sounds and letters.  

Available from Authors & Editors are Symbol Card Decks   
(ISBNs 1-978-1-891077-16-6, -17-3), vocab materials to 
help pre-readers associate meaning with printed symbols.  

Before connecting the sounds of words to printed letters that 
represent them, pre-literate and semi-literate learners may 
need instruction in the letters of the alphabet. Generic ideas 
for teaching/learning are offered in Authors & Editors’                     
80-page How-to Resource Book, Alphabet Answers (ISBN                
978-1-934637-01-2). Alphabet Card Decks are also available.  

Literacy training is a field in itself. There are many specialized 
materials and techniques that can be used effectively with                 
pre-readers and new readers. phonicSpelling: EVERYTHING to    
Know (Now) about Phonics & Spelling Instruction, ISBN 978-1-
934637-37-1 may be the most complete resource on the topic.   

For lesson variety, review, reinforcement, or assessment               
of mastery of the material, items in Basic Phonics & Spelling  
Games can be incorporated into other kinds of “pre-reading” 
activities, which require little advanced preparation and no 
additional materials. For faster learners that want more 
challenge, additional words with the same sounds can be 
included. On the next pages are ideas for “sight-reading” 
activities that incorporate the 72 Basic Phonics & Spelling  
items and comparable words:  

Reviewing & Reinforcing                   
Phonics & Spelling  Items & Patterns 
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USING A BASIC-LEVEL PHONICS 
BINGO REFERENCE LIST. The 72-
item reference list on page 25 can   
be enlarged for projection onto                    
a screen. It can be duplicated for 
individuals or groups. Or some words 
can be copied onto a board so that 
the whole class can work with them 
at the same time. These can be 
erased and reprinted as needed.   

REVIEWING PRONUNCIATION & MEANING. After becoming 
familiar with the meanings of the items, learners can use the 
printed words for pronunciation and “sight reading” practice—
feasible even without instruction in basic phonics. For example, 
they can repeat a (near) native speaker’s modeling of each 
printed word while someone points to it. They can find the 
matching pictures on their Bingo Boards while repeating words.            

As they gain familiarity with the appearance of the letters,               
faster learners can try “reading” them aloud on their own.                 
They can copy the words on paper—perhaps several times                
each. Then they can “read” aloud their own word lists.  

Then the instructor or a chosen “caller” can give definitions               
or clues for the items in sequence or in random order.                
Learners can find and say the corresponding items—softly                  
or aloud. They can copy them in a list as they repeat them.  

For example, if the caller says “a buzzing insect,” listeners                
can find and pronounce the word bee. Upon hearing the clue  
“the second letter of the alphabet,” they can pronounce the 
letter “B.” Or they can fill in the “oral blank” in the sentence, 
“The word bee begins with the letter . . . .”   

Faster learners in groups can be asked to explain or give                  
other oral meaning clues for items that their classmates are               
to locate and pronounce. They can work alone or together to 
think of sentences that illustrate the meanings of the items. 
They can say these aloud and/or dictate them to the teacher, 
who prints them on a board. Then they can try “reading” their 
own sentences aloud.    

“B” 
bag 
bed 
bee 
bike 
boat 
box 
buzz 
“C” 
cake 
call 
cane 
car 
cat 
chain 
coat 
cube 
cup 

“D” 
dad 
day 
doll 
eat 
fish 
fun 
game 
gas 
gun 
hand 
“J” 
job 
June 
“K” 
kiss 
land 
leaf 

leg 
man 
math 
mine 
miss 
mom 
moon 
mop 
name 
nine 
note 
nut 
“P” 
pie 
rain 
ring 
road 
 

rock 
rug 
sad 
shine 
six 
sun 
“T” 
teeth 
ten 
thing 
“V” 
wash 
watch 
wave 
wife 
“Z” 
 zoo 
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A Summary of Basic-Level Phonics 
(Sound/Spelling) Patterns   

W hat patterns should language learners master 
at Basic or Beginning Levels? 

According to the conventional wisdom of language instruction,  
pre–literate beginners should learn to understand and say  
words for common vocabulary items at a basic survival level. 
In preparing to read at a word level, the most productive              
of these are items that illustrate the most common patterns. 
After learning to recognize the pronunciation of the most 
frequent vowel and consonant sounds of American English, 
language-learners become “pre-readers.” Being able to hear 
and say words they know the meanings of helps with “sight-
reading.” Eventually, these skills aid in the acquisition of 
phonics patterns—the most regular relationships between 
sounds and letters. And at any level, reading leads naturally 
to spelling and writing. Following is reference info about the 
sounds of American English used in word-level pronunciation—
and the most basic phonics sound-symbol relationships.  

THE VOWEL SOUNDS OF THE LANGUAGE. Vowel sounds are made          
without any parts of the mouth (tongue, teeth, etc.) touching.            
The sounds differ in where and/
or how they are pronounced.    
This chart shows where the 
“simple” vowel sounds are said. 

For the “front vowels” i, e, a,    
the lips are flat or spread.  
“Middle vowels” like o and u                 
are pronounced with a more or 
less open mouth. “Back vowels” 
are formed with rounded lips, 
closed or open.  

Where in the Mouth to Pronounce the Seven “Simple” (“Lax”                  
or “Short”) Vowel Sounds  of Standard American English 

/e/ as in 
bet 

/ i / as in 
bit 

/ooB/ as in 
put 

/ô/ as in 
bought 

/u/ as in 
but 

/a/ as in 
bat 

/o/ as in 
pot 

front middle back 

cl
os

ed
 

op
en

 

upper 
lip 

Lower 
Lip 

tongue 

 roof 
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A. Circle the 4 things with the same vowel sound 
in each line. Put an X on the other picture.  

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

 

 

 

 

 

SYMBOLS FOR  SOUNDS a e i o u 

WORDS                         
FOR PICTURES 

cat 
dad 
gas 
man 
sad 

bed 
leg 
men 
mess 
ten 

fish 
kiss 
pin 
ring 
six 

box 
doll 
job 

mom 
rock 

cup 
fun 
nut 
rug 
sun 

Mastery Checks of Basic-Level 
Pronunciation Patterns  
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